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Let Tq be a homogeneous tree of degreeq ≥ 3, and imagine a lamp (which can
be swiched on or off) sitting at each vertex of the tree. We think of a lamplighter
person moving randomly inTq and switching randomly lamps on or off. We in-
vestigate the following model: at each step the lamplightermay walk to some
random neighbour vertex, and may change the state of some lamps in a bounded
neighbourhood of his position. This model can be interpreted as a random walk
Zn = (ηn,Xn) on the wreath productZ2 ≀Tq, whereXn represents the random po-
sition of the lamplighter andηn represents the random configuration of the lamps
at timen.

For this class of random walks, we prove almost sure convergence to a nat-
ural geometric boundary. If the probability law governing the random walk has
finite first moment, then the probability space formed by thisgeometric boundary
together with the limit distribution of the random walk is proved to be maximal,
that is, the Poisson boundary.

We generalize this results when the base treeTq is replaced with some general
graph (for example graphs with infinitely many ends, hyperbolic graphs, euclidean
lattices) endowed with a rich boundary. For lamplighter random walks on this
class of graphs we prove almost sure convergence. In order tofind the Poisson
boundary of this random walks we use theStrip Criterionof identification of the
Poisson boundary for random walks on discrete groups due to Kaimanovich [2].
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